With an increasing amount of video data in our daily life, the need for content-based search in videos increases as well. Though a lot of research has been spent on video retrieval tools and methods which allow for automatic search in videos through content-based queries, still the performance of automatic video retrieval is far from optimal. In this tutorial we discussed (i) proposed solutions for improved video content navigation, (ii) typical interaction of content-based querying features, and (iii) advanced video content visualization methods. Moreover, we discussed interactive video search systems and ways to evaluate their performance.
INTRODUCTION
Over the last two decades, there has been a lot of research on content-based video retrieval to solve the task of finding the proper scene of interest in a large video archive. However, there are still well-known limitations with video retrieval applications. First, there is the usability gap. A user is often not able to express his/her needs and thoughts through text, a challenge that is already apparent for an image ("An image is worth a thousand words.") but much worse for a video segment consisting of many images. Additionally, the issue of polysemy is a challenging problem in text-based search, which can only be partially solved through relevance feedback. Similarly, an automatic retrieval tool cannot easily determine the user-dependent relative importance (i.e., weight) of a query term and hence Permission to make digital or hard copies of part or all of this work for personal or classroom use is granted without fee provided that copies are not made or distributed for profit or commercial advantage and that copies bear this notice and the full citation on the first page. Copyrights for thirdparty components of this work must be honored. For all other uses, contact the Owner/Author. Copyright is held by the owner/author(s). often returns too many irrelevant results. Finally, there is another challenging problem that affects the content-based indexing phase, namely the semantic gap, which is the discrepancy between the semantics a user can derive from an image and the information a computer can extract from pixel values [15] . The semantic gap seriously limits the achievable performance of visual information retrieval tools.
There is consensus in the multimedia community that content-based retrieval approaches should have a stronger focus on the human behind the retrieval application [4, 16] . Instead of making small improvements in the field of contentbased indexing and retrieval, video search tools should aim at more intense integration of the user into the search process, focusing on interactive video search [2, 3, 7, 8] rather than automatic querying. Interactive video search follows this idea of intense user integration with advanced content interaction and provides a powerful alternative to the common video retrieval approach [12] . It is known as the process of interactive video content exploration with the help of content navigation [9] , summarization [1] , on-demand querying [14] , and browsing of querying results or filtered content [5] . In contrast to typical video retrieval, such interactive video search tools give more control to the user and provide flexible search and browsing features instead of focusing on the query-and-browse-results approach. Hence, even if the performance of content analysis is not optimal, there is a chance that a smart user could compensate shortcomings through clever use of available features.
Interactive video search tools support directed and undirected search scenarios. In the first scenario, users have a clear information need and want to find a specific target segment in the video (e.g., the weather forecast in a news show); such a search is also known as known-item search or target search. In the second scenario, users have no concrete search goal but want to explore the content in order to learn or find something interesting (e.g., a violent scene in surveillance videos); such a search scenario is known as exploratory search. Users need exploratory search when they cannot sufficiently describe the desired content, e.g., through a query in a video retrieval tool, or when they just want to browse instead of search (i.e., without a concrete desired scene).
Over the years many tools for interactive video search (often known as video browsing or video exploration tools) have been proposed in the literature (see [12, 13] for a survey), and it has been shown that these tools can effectively help users find desired content in videos (e.g., [1, 14] ). Some of these tools combine sophisticated content analysis methods controlled by the user for their personal needs [10] . Some others provide rather simple content navigation features but give the users more interactivity to allow them to effectively take advantage of their knowledge about the content and the content structure [11] . Interestingly, it has been shown that tools of the latter kind can even outperform tools of the first kind for some search tasks [10] .
LEARNING OBJECTIVE
This tutorial gave a broad overview of solutions in two areas: (1) video retrieval, and (2) interactive video search. We discussed state-of-the-art approaches, but also the current shortcomings and outlined important research tasks for the future of multimedia search and retrieval. Our discussion also covered tools and methods that originate from the Human-Computer-Interaction (HCI) community, which many people in the multimedia community might not be aware of yet. The tutorial provided the basis to elevate research on video retrieval to the next level.
Target audience were researchers and practitioners in the field of multimedia analysis and information access. The participants learned best practice on how to interact with multimedia content and should be able to apply this knowledge in their own project upon completion of the tutorial.
Following an introduction of the subject matter, we highlighted the need for interactive video search and outlined well-known issues and current research areas. Then, we presented different graphical user interfaces that are designed to address these challenges. We started by presenting commercial and academic video search systems that represent the state-of-the-art in video search. In order to illustrate the limitations of video search, we began with an introduction to video content analysis. In particular, we focused on the segmentation of videos into different units of retrieval (i.e., video shots and semantically coherent scenes), argued for the selection of appropriate keyframes and explained how to index these video materials. Then, we overviewed methods for video content presentation, namely abstraction, summarization, and visualization of video content. After that, we introduced different methods to interact with video content. We showcased the advantages of browsing and exploration of video content, methods to navigate through the content, querying and sketching interfaces. Following this session, the participants learned how to evaluate the performance of video search engines. We introduced the de-facto standard evaluation protocol that is applied for scientific performance evaluation. Furthermore, we introduced popular Academic evaluation campaigns, namely the Known-Item search task promoted by TRECVid and the Video Browser Showdown. As an outlook in upcoming research challenges, we introduced a special case of multimedia search, namely access to visual lifelogs [6] . With the ever increasing amount of wearable devices that are released nowadays, people have the opportunity to capture vast amount of heterogeneous data (e.g., images, sensor readings, videos) that depict aspects of their personal lives. In the last part of the tutorial, we introduced approaches to access and display these "lifelogs".
